
Hemp Advisory Meeting 
Remote via Zoom  

November 17, 2022 

Members present:  Matt Cyrus, Paul Bracher, Seth Crawford, Peter DeLong, Justin Tombe, Clint 
Shock, Peter Berry, Jeremiah Dung, Dan Curry, Andrew Altishin, Elizabeth Savory, Tami 
Brown (secretary) 

Others present: Stephen Boluch, Terry Burr, Craig Agidius 

1:00 PM  Call meeting to order Matt Cyrus - Chair  
1. Matt called the meeting to order and asked everyone to introduce themselves.

2. Review and approval of 2021 meeting minutes.  Motion made and seconded to approve the
minutes provided through email.  All in favor.

3. Review of actions taken at the 2022 Certification Board meeting.  Tami detailed the two
action items sent to the Board.  The first was an update to Section B, which originated from
AOSCA, changing the language to automatically include laws from the state or federal
authorities without having to update Oregon Seed Certification Service standards.  The
second was to add the Global Hemp Innovation Center as an ex-officio non-voting
member.  Both were accepted by the Board with little discussion.

4. New business.  The agenda did not include new business for discussion.  Matt asked for
any new business; Peter requested an update from each member on their specific
perspective of the hemp industry today.  Matt suggested moving on to the reports and
having that discussion at the end.  Peter agreed.

5. Reports:

a. Seed Services Report, Appendix 1:  Dan read off his report discussing the
production of Foundation Gulf annual ryegrass, Foundation Kentucky 31 tall
fescue, ISTA committee working on PCR to distinguish annual from perennial
ryegrass, and the team of researchers working computer programs using cameras
and technology to determine off type seeds using robotics.

b. Oregon Seed Certification Service Report, Appendix 2: Andy discussed his update
for the year in review for Certified acres.  He noted that hemp had no certified acres.
He mentioned that it was interesting and said he would be curious to hear from
everyone as Peter had suggested.  He also reviewed the changes in the office
including Jeff McMorran’s retirement, Tami Brown becoming the potato program
coordinator, and the updates to the samplers around Oregon.  When asked about
questions Peter mentioned that there were zero fields of hemp and wanted to know
what the change was.  Tami stated that there were 8 fields last year, and 22 the year
before.  A follow up question from Matt was why are they not certifying their acres.
Justin stated that about 5% of his seed sales this last year was represented by
Oregon.  The US was around 25%.  Simple cost benefit, however there just isn’t a
market.  Matt asked if there was not a need for certified seed.  Seth agreed that there
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is just not a market, the hemp economy has collapsed and there is nothing left.  Matt 
said that he has biomass that he still can’t sell.  Andy asked about grain or fiber 
production.  Seth noted that the crop needed to be economically feasible.  
Cannabinoids were the push in the Oregon market, the fiber and grain are just not 
going to create a market.  We are not cost competitive with other countries.  Peter 
asked if a factor is lack of decortication plants in the US.  Seth said that it does not 
pencil out to create those factories, the market is not going to support it.  Clint 
Shock noted that any time there is large biomass with low value, the biomass needs 
to be close to the factory.  He referenced sugar cane, stating it must be feasible to 
transport the mass to the factory.   

c. Oregon Seed Laboratory Report:  No report provided. 
d. Oregon Department of Agriculture Report, Appendix 3:  Elizabeth gave a report 

for ODA which showed a major decline in the handlers, growers, and acres.  
Exports are up to other regions, mostly to Europe.  Thailand has dropped since their 
requirements became more stringent.  Over time the restrictions from other 
countries are increasing as they have learned more about the crop.  New rules have 
gone into place.  There will be future rules established for ‘uncontrolled cannabis’ 
(volunteer).  

e. Global Hemp Innovation Center Report, Report Appendix 4, PowerPoint slides 
Appendix 5:  Stephen Boluch provided a PowerPoint for Jeffery Steiner who was 
unable to attend.  Stephen introduced himself as the breeder at OSU, newly 
appointed in July.  

 
6. Election of Vice Chair who would become committee chair in 2024.  Seth is the current 

vice chair.  Peter asked if Matt would like to step down from chair to vice chair.  Matt 
suggested Justin.  Justin stated that he would be willing to serve.  Justin was nominated 
and seconded.  All in favor. 
 

7. Elect representative to the 2023 Board Meeting.  As the member with the closest proximity 
to Corvallis Seth was volunteered to attend the Board.  Seth said he would be happy to 
serve again.  He was nominated and seconded.  All in favor. 
 

8. Members with terms expiring/stepping down: Matt Cyrus, Crystal Fricker, Sheldon 
Heffernan.  Matt volunteered to stay on the committee for another 3 years.  The committee 
agreed to ask Alan Cleaver of Hermiston to replace Sheldon.  With the decline of hemp 
over the years, there was little interest in changing the by-laws again to make sure that the 
next replacement was regionally acceptable.  Andy said if any member knew of someone 
they thought would be willing to serve to send their name to Tami and she would send an 
email asking the committee if they would accept the person as a member on the committee.  
The decision was to watch the industry over the next few years and try to find members 
who would be interested being active as part of the committee. 

9. Select Location and Date of next meeting.  Tami suggested trying to go to Jackson County 
for the meeting as was suggested before.  Seth suggested having it on Zoom with the acres 
down as it was easier to fit into individual schedules.  Matt suggested having Seth and Tami 
determine the time and place and not decide that today.  
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10. Matt revisited the topic of the hemp industry that Peter suggested.  Peter said that the topic
had been adequately covered during Andy’s report on Certification activities.  He did ask
Justin about whether he utilized the ODA for shipping out of state.  Justin agreed he had
used ODA many times. Matt asked about possible use of Hemp for carbon sequestration.
Peter wondered what a carbon contract would look like.  Matt admitted he hadn’t seen one
yet.  His understanding is that the farmer is paid to plant a crop and gets paid to grow the
crop.  He did not have further details.  Justin expects low acreage fees and that if the crop
is removed rather than tilling back into the ground could change the amount of money
made.  For a typical hemp grower this may not be cost efficient.

11. Matt adjourned the meeting approximately 2 pm.

Respectfully submitted, 

Tami Brown 
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Action Items for the 2023 Board 

 

No action items 
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Seed Services Update 
November 17, 2022 

A team of Certification specialists and other seed industry professionals increased a small 
amount of Gulf annual ryegrass to 50 lbs. of breeder seed. The Oregon Ryegrass Commission 
hired a seed stock grower this fall in Washington to grow two acres of Foundation Gulf.  The 
goal is to have Foundation Gulf available for Oregon growers.   

The Tall Fescue Commission hired the same Washington grower to raise two acres of 
Foundation Kentucky 31 for the next two years. The goal is to have Registered K31 available for 
Oregon growers. 

An ISTA sub-committee is working on developing a PCR test that would distinguish the 
difference between annual and perennial ryegrass. Multiple primers have been sent to four 
labs, including the OSU Seed Lab so that one or two best primers will be chosen. Once chosen, a 
referee will be developed and shared with up to eight international seed labs, to test the 
efficacy of the primer. It is hoped that a protocol using the new primer will be approved by both 
AOSA and ISTA to distinguish between annual and perennial ryegrass. 

A team of researchers have been assembled to use computer vision, neural networks, and 
robotics to develop a prototype machine that could be used to sort off-type seed from pure 
grass seed. The team will be applying for a grant to fund the major portion of the project.  

Appendix 1
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Andrew Altishin 
Oregon Seed Certification Service 
Oregon State University, 31 Crop Science Bldg., Corvallis, Oregon 97331 
T 541-737-4513 | F 541-737-2624 | andrew.altishin@oregonstate.edu 

Agriculture, Family and Community Development, 4-H Youth, Forestry, Energy and Extension Sea Grant Programs, 
Oregon State University, United States Department of Agriculture and Oregon Counties cooperating. The 
Extension Service offers its programs and materials equally to all people. 

2022 Year in Review 

Total Acres Certified of all Crops – 215,444 (-6%) 
Total Acres of Grass Crops Certified – 178,311 (-6.3%) 
Total Acres of Small Grains Certified – 21,269 (-5.8%) 

Total Acres of Legumes Certified – 6,429 (-19.9%) 
Total Acres of Misc. Other Crops Certified – 10,716 (10.9%) 

Total Acres of Potatoes Certified – 3,082 (<1%) 
Total Acres of PVG Certified – 107 (161%) 
Total Hemp Fields Inspected – 0 (-100%) 

Updates 

- Jeff Mc Morran retiring
- Tami Brown shifted responsibilities to take over the potato program
- Jennifer Vahl – Linn, Lane and Benton sampler
- Karen Courtney – Union sampler
- Paula Mills retired in June
- Open Position

o Yamhill, Polk, Washington Co. sampler

OSCS Staffing 

- 3 Administrative staff
- 2 Information Technology Staff
- 6 Seed Certification Specialists
- 6  Part-time/seasonal Seed Certification Specialists
- 8 Seed Certification Samplers
- 1 Manager and Seed Certification Specialist
- Various part-time student employees

Appendix 2
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Hemp Seed Advisory Committee Update 
November 17, 2022 

Hemp Program Updates 
• 2022 Registration data is current through October 6, 2022 (see graph below).
• 29 Agricultural Hemp Seed Registrations have been issued in 2022.

o 2021: 77; 2020: 208; 2019: 853

Hemp Seed Exports & Phytosanitary Certificates 
• Since 2019, the Plant Health laboratory has inspected 118 shipments of hemp

seed for export.
• Most common destinations: Europe (26); Thailand (24); South Africa (9)
• Contact PlantHealth@oda.oregon.gov for assistance with hemp seed exports
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Hemp Rulemaking Updates 
The Oregon Department of Agriculture (ODA) filed updated final Oregon hemp rules with the 
Oregon Secretary of State on October 31, 2022. These rules permanently put in place the 
temporary rules that were filed earlier this year. A summary of rules includes: 

• testing requirements for testing of industrial hemp for human consumption and hemp items,
• local state of emergency declaration (by counties),
• as well as several other changes.

Expansion of hemp handler license  
Oregon’s definition of a hemp handler is now expanded to include any business that processes 
cannabinoids from hemp.  Before, only those businesses that received the raw plant material for 
further processing needed the handler license; once it was either trimmed, retail-ready flower, or an 
extract/concentrate, the next business working with that material did not require a handler 
license.  Beginning January 1, 2023, the handler license now includes anyone who: receives 
industrial hemp for processing into industrial hemp commodities, products, or agricultural hemp 
seed; or, receives industrial hemp commodities or products for processing into hemp items. 

If you are working with the raw plant material or are processing or manufacturing anything with 
cannabinoid material derived from hemp, you are now subject to the handler license 
requirement.  This does not include retailers.  All requirements for handlers are the same – license 
for each location, recordkeeping requirements, and retention of records for three (3) years, as well 
as meeting any transportation documentation for in-process extracts/concentrates and potency 
requirements for final hemp items. 

Landowner consent form 
Starting with license applications or renewals for 2023, all growers who do not own the land they 
will be farming must submit a consent form signed by the landowner with their application to the 
Hemp Program.  ODA will make this form available as part of the application on our hemp website 
at https://oda.direct/hemp. 

Increases to license fees  
ODA heard from and listened to the industry when told that the original proposal of a 100% increase 
on most hemp license fees was not sustainable for industry members. As a program that license 
fees must fund, ODA has to balance being able to maintain the program while not increasing the 
fees so much that hemp growers and handlers cannot continue to participate. Therefore, the $100 
proposed increase to the grower license fee was maintained. The other license fees were increased 
by 75%. 

License Type License Year - 2022 License Year - 2023 

Grower $250 $350 

Grow site $500 $875 

Handler $1,300 $2,275 

Handler by reciprocity $500 $875 

Ag hemp seed $500 $875 
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Co-locating medical marijuana and hemp  
ODA now allows medical marijuana to be grown on the same property as hemp with specific 
requirements. For growers who plan to grow medical marijuana under an Oregon Health Authority 
(OHA) medical marijuana grower registration on the same property as a hemp grow site, the 
following apply: 

• Make a control plan.
o Describe how your hemp plants will be grown separately from the medical marijuana

plants.
o Describe how harvested plant marijuana material is stored separately from

harvested hemp material.
o Please keep a copy of the control plan at the grow site (farm) at all times and

immediately provide it upon request.
• Medical marijuana plots may not be in the same location or overlap with a production area

(i.e., field or greenhouse).
• Post a map showing where hemp is being grown and where medical marijuana is grown on

the property.
• Use signs, fencing, etc., to visually show where you are growing hemp and where you are

growing medical marijuana.

ODA will have a form available for growers to use for the control plans.  Once available, they will be 
on the hemp website under the grower section. 

Increased batch sizes for usable hemp testing 
All usable hemp, meaning smokable or plant material that will be tested before to being used for 
extracts/concentrates, must be tested for several different substances, including 
cannabinoids.  Starting July 1, 2022, the batch size increased from 30 pounds to 50 pounds.  This 
rule is now final and matches the requirements for marijuana 

Uncontrolled cannabis rules 
Oregon is one of the top-producing cannabis states. However, the cannabis (both hemp and 
marijuana) industry is new on the legal level. Before to 2015, very little cannabis was grown legally. 
The legally grown cannabis was limited to the medical marijuana system. Many growers of legal 
cannabis are new to the agriculture industry, and the cannabis industry has experienced a lot of 
volatility. Preventing the spread of plant pests is an important part of protecting Oregon 
agriculture, the environment, and Oregon’s economy. 

You can find the proposed rules on our Laws and Rules webpage. 

How to submit comments 
Comments can be submitted during the virtual hearing on November 29, 2022 at 1:00 pm at the 
location below.  You can also submit comments in writing by 5 pm on December 2, 2022. 

Virtual meeting information 
Microsoft Teams meeting 

Join on your computer or mobile app: Click here to join the meeting 

Meeting ID: 269 727 136 649 Passcode: R6NhBW 

Or call in (audio only): +1 503-446-4951,,721779126# ;Phone Conference ID: 721 779 126# 
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2022 

Annual Report 
2022 
GLOBAL HEMP INNOVATION CENTER 

Appendix 4
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

EXTERNAL IMPACT. The Global Hemp Innovation Center (GHIC) is recognized as home to leading 
experts in hemp research, extension, and education and is the largest of its kind in the nation. 
The Center and its 72 affiliated faculty in six colleges are viewed widely as thought leaders and 
experts in all aspects of the hemp sector including policy development. 

NET REVENUE. The center has made remarkable progress in its first three years resourcing its 
research, extension, and education activities. The present central financial base for GHIC ad-
ministration and center-initiated initiatives over the next five years is more than $18 million 
coming from a combination of support from the College of Agriculture, Federal appropriations, 
and competitive grants. 

CAPACITY BUILDING. Over its first three years, GHIC has reached across Oregon and beyond 
through partnerships with nine other land grant universities in ten states, five American Indian 
Nations, and five countries. Its engagement across the western states region has resulted in a 
partnership network that reaches from the Canadian to Mexican borders. 

TEACHING MISSION. OSU offers educational experiences for students and industry can signifi-
cantly be expanded by impactful teaching, training, and internship offerings for all aspects of 
hemp science and commerce. 

OSU REPUTATION. GHIC and affiliated faculty are sought out to serve on hemp-related commit-
tees for professional societies and have taken responsibilities in leading national research ef-
forts, organizing national conferences and workshops, and providing input to federal and state 
agency reviews and planning of new initiatives. 
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Global Hemp Innovation Center, by the numbers in 2021-2022. 
Item Number 

BRING RECOGNITION TO GHIC: 
Social media hits 270,000 

Mailing list members 1,951 
Media interviews 5 

GHIC Website Views 10,058 
Hemp conferences and meetings hosted 2 

Number of potential collaborators first meetings 37 

ENABLE FACULTY SUCCESS: 
OSU Departments / Other Entities 20 

OSU Colleges 8 
Research consortia established 12 

Research consortia faculty members 72 
Faculty directly funded (CAS/OSU total) 26/34 

EQUITY PARTNERSHIPS: 
Equity partners 12 

 Resources invested: Cash and in-kind  $104,824 

RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT: 
Value of new grants, gifts, and contracts >$13,200,000 

Gifts and contracts (including in-kind) $825,270 
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CAS FACULTY ENGAGEMENT 

CAS Hemp Season 2022. 
o Statewide trials and research. An every-two-week hemp production faculty meeting is

hosted by Dr. Richard Roseberg to discuss observations by faculty at the research and ex-
tension centers. This forum is also used to communicate policies and opportunities.

o Regional trials. The first year of regional chemical, grain, and fiber hemp variety trials have
been established by OSU in cooperation with Washington State University and the Univer-
sity of California Davis at locations in Prosser and Othello, WA; Central Point, Pendleton,
and Klamath Falls, OR; and Davis and Brawley, CA. This network of sites is supported by
grants to OSU from the USDA Agricultural Research Service (ARS) and USDA National Insti-
tute of Food and Agriculture (NIFA) and to UCD from NIFA. An every-two-week meeting is
held to establish standard methodologies, discuss observations, and exchange ideas. Cloud-
based data recording tools have been created by GHIC. With cooperators including USDA
National Plant Germplasm System and ARS, crop development descriptors have been cre-
ated for all three market classes to determine Genetic x Environment differences in growth
and season-end qualities of harvested materials. Additional cooperating sites are located
at Alabama A&M University, The University of Kentucky, and USDA ARS Geneva, NY.

o Extension. Statewide Extension Specialist Dr. Govinda Shrestha meets twice monthly with
GHIC leadership and Richard Roseberg to review activities and discuss strategies. Shrestha
and Roseberg hold a monthly statewide extension meeting. Through the NIFA SAS grant,
OSU and UCD are developing online and smartphone-based extension tools for hemp pro-
ducers to troubleshoot field problems and submit production questions. Dr. Gordon Jones
is the lead investigator.

Support and Services. 
o Assisting with contacts through USDA ARS, USDA OCS, and Hemp Feed Coalition to help

Animal Health and Nutrition break ground for FDA approval for animal testing.

o Registration with ODA for all OSU locations where hemp is grown (field and greenhouse).

o Interpretation and training for all faculty to implement new compliance laws resulting
from HB3000. Developing hemp material destruction protocols with ODA.

o Assisting faculty with identifying contacts and resources, grant proposal preparation, and
reviews.

FUNDING AND ADVANCEMENT 

GHIC’s receipts position for FY 2022 continues to demonstrate a strong return on CAS invest-
ment. Even with a $140,000 deficit carry-over from 2020 into 2021, the budget position of GHIC 
is nearly balanced at the beginning of 2022. GHIC has moved from anticipating cash donations 
for operations through the OSU Foundation and industry-sponsored research projects to 
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seeing our greatest capacity is funding through competitive grants. Support for the Hemp Eq-
uity Program is being built into research activities funded by granting organizations and using 
cash reserves as available for the equity program and seed funding of CAS hemp researchers. 

• Grants awarded:

o USDA NIFA, Foundations of Plant Products, $650,000 (Vining)

o USDA ARS, NACA, $1,422,846 (Year 3 of 5)

o USDA NIFA, UCD SAC, $500,000 (Year 1 of 4)

o USDA NIFA, SAS, Western States Development, $ $9,996,426 (Year 1 of 5)

o USDA NRCS, Climate Smart Commodities, $50 million ($12,339,983 net)

o USDA NIFA Conference Grant, Hemp Feeding Workshop, $45,397

o OSU Impact Studio, Hemp Carbon Economy, $30,000

• Grants being pursued:

o USDA NIFA, SAS, Hemp Fiber, $10 million

o USDA NIFA, AFRI, Hemp Feeding Beef Cattle, $650,000

• Grants not awarded:

o US DOE, Office of Science (WSU lead), SAS, Hemp Fiber, $3.4 million (OSU)

o US Dept. Commerce, NIST, Hemp Fiber Economy Roadmap, $300,000

• Active Agreements:

o Alabama A&M, College of Agricultural, Life, and Natural Sciences, LOI

o Colorado State University, Cannabis Research Institute, LOI

o 7 Generations LLC, Minority-owned Indian Country business development,
LOI

o National Industrial Hemp Council, MOU

o USDA National Agricultural Library

o USDA Western Rural Development Center

o CHEM Allyance, LOI (in process)

o Government of Australia, Cooperative Research Center (CRC) LOI (in process)

• OSU Foundation:

o Cash donations:

- Vanguard Scientifi

o Seeds and germplasm donations: Blue Forest Farms, Winterfox Farms, IND
Hemp, International Hemp, New West Genetics, Phylos Bioscience (research
and Hemp Equity Program), Justin Jones, Polish Farms, Arcadia Biosciences,
Kayagene, Cobco, and Ifallenco.
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HEMP EQUITY PROGRAM 

Despite the hardships presented by COVID-19, GHIC has been able to continue to advance our 
Hemp Equity Program. 

• With an annual goal of committing at least ten percent of GHIC net revenue and pro-
gram planning support to DEI efforts, in 2022 our total equity investment was $95,462
or 16% of the GHIC operating budget. Most significant is the incorporation of BIPOC
partners and institutions into the design and development of competitive grant pro-
posals including the USDA NIFA SAS and USDA NRCS Climate-Smart Commodities.

• Through our established partnerships with Alabama A&M University (HBCU) and Colo-
rado State University Pueblo (HSI), we have supported interns, helped build research ca-
pacity, develop opportunities with OSU departments and federal laboratories to host
student interns, and provided graduate student recruitment pipelines to OSU.

• GHIC and CSUP CRI co-hosted the 2022 Cannabis Research Conference and invited
CHEM Allyance as a cooperating host with the intent of the association being a future
partner to expand engagement with BIPOC scientific communities. (CHEM Allyance,
$5,000)

• GHIC has supported an undergraduate intern who has worked on a hemp construction
materials research project in the Wood Science and Engineering research laboratory and
the GHIC hemp breeding program. ($20,392)

• A new OSU Extension partnership with the University of Nevada Reno and Washington
State University is developing a hemp-based extension education and on-farm research
program that has an equal focus on American Indian Reservations information dissemi-
nation as it does for agricultural producers in other rural areas.

• An education component of the SAS grant has been reviewed and will be delivered to all
project personnel to communicate in culturally sensitive and respectful ways with Tribal
partners, and internships will be offered to American Indian high school and undergrad-
uate students through established outreach programs administered by UNR and WSU.

• Our partnership with 7 Generations LLC, and engagement with American Indian Nations
in Washington and Idaho contributed to our success in obtaining the NRCS Climate
Smart Commodities grant by providing introductions to and serving as a cultural inter-
preter to increase GHIC effectiveness in partnering with tribes. Half of the services and
incentives of the award are directed at Native American project participants. (7 Genera-
tions, $24,950, does not include SAS or Climate-Smart grants)

• For a second year, GHIC facilitated Phylos Bioscience, a private hemp genetics company,
in its outreach with hemp seed donations to Black farmers in Alabama and Tennessee
through Alabama A&M University. ($45,120, in-kind)
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EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS 

The GHIC is addressing the significant educational gap in hemp knowledge and learning in the 
U.S. with its current NIFA funding to develop courses and student experiences relevant to 
hemp research and industry, certificate and micro certificate programs in hemp studies, and 
minor and major tracks in relevant existing degree programs. The new certificate programs, 
led by Prof. Valtcho Jeliazkov and Noller, target undergraduates, non-traditional students, 
graduate students, professionals, growers, and post-baccalaureate students across the nation. 

Funding awarded through the USDA NIFA SAS grant supports internships and student engage-
ment for Native American high school and undergraduate students. The development of 
courses and their host programs address future needs and would have a positive impact on 
various groups and communities through the development of knowledgeable personnel. We 
worked with the College of Engineering to establish Senior Design Capstone Projects.  

In the pending USDA NIFA SAS hemp fiber grant, we propose to educate a modern technical 
workforce to meet the needs of an emergent Industry 4.0 bio-economy manufacturing sector 
based on outreach and recruitment of students primarily from disadvantaged populations, for 
engagement in research internships in OSU, federal, and industry laboratories. 

POLICY 

The GHIC influenced policy at multiple levels. We worked directly with federal and state admin-
istrators in the highest levels of agency organizations. We worked with the leadership of nearly 
all industry associations involved in the hemp supply chain. We worked with local and regional 
leadership and agencies in their considerations of rulemaking and implementation. We worked 
with state and federal law enforcement on the paradoxes of Cannabis sativa, and their enforce-
ment of laws and rules. 

GHIC continued to monitor the level of risk that could be incurred by faculty and students in en-
gaging with the hemp industries in Oregon and elsewhere. We actively participate in the OSU 
Cannabis Working Group and maintain constant engagement with multiple administrative of-
fices of the university, including OSU federal and state government relations staff, OSU Office of 
the General Counsel, OSU External Counsel for Cannabis, OSU Research Office (Compliance, Ad-
vantage, proposal administration), OSU Procurement and Contract Services, OSU Finance and 
Administration, OSU Environmental Health and Safety, OSU Seed Services (Seed Lab, Seed Ser-
vices), OSU Endophyte Services Lab, OSU Forest Research Laboratory, OSU Agricultural Experi-
ment Station, and OSU Extension Service. 

Professor Noller participated in the development of draft policies for the 2022 legislative ses-
sions of the states of Oregon, Washington, California, and Hawaii. Dr. Steiner has begun to 
meet at the request of the Oregon Department of Agriculture in technical advisory committees. 
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Steiner and GHIC administrator Kristin Rifai are scheduled to meet with the OSU Research Of-
fice, General Council Office, OSU Advantage, Agricultural Experiment Station and Extension to 
review policies and procedures for GHIC operations. 

THOUGHT LEADERSHIP 

The Global Hemp Innovation Center and its affiliated faculty are viewed widely as thought lead-
ers and experts in all aspects of the hemp sector. OSU is a Land Grant, Sea Grant, Space Grant, 
and Sun Grant R1 institution with recognized strengths in genetics/genomics, agriculture and 
forest production, natural products development, wood and materials science, food science 
and technology, supply chain management, and finance and business development that can be 
drawn upon and applied to the hemp sector for immediate impact. The GHIC is tapping into this 
capacity to leverage it in the advancement of the hemp sector. 

• GHIC and affiliated faculty are sought out to serve on hemp-related committees for inter-
national professional societies and have taken responsibilities in leading nationwide re-
search efforts, organizing national conferences, serving on federal laboratory reviews, and
providing input to federal agencies as they plan development of new initiatives related to
hemp.

• GHIC is sought by the industry sector for businesses of all sizes as a desired partner to as-
sist them in advancing their business goals through reviews of their practices, seeking new
network connections, and engagement with OSU for partnerships.

• Various media regularly interview GHIC for our opinions on topics of interest to the hemp
industry.

Examples of significant themes for Thought Leadership include: 

• Leadership in S-1084 for initiation of a National Essential Oil Hemp Variety Trial

• Post-extract hemp byproduct utilization

• Tri-state, OSU-WSU-UCD Hemp Germplasm Improvement Partnership

• Hemp fiber and advanced manufacturing from hemp by-products with USDA AmoreRS
and private partners, expansion of NIFA SAS project

• OSU Impact Studio – 22nd Century Hemp Carbon Economy special project for generating
new OSU revenue

• OSU/GHIC and USDA Office of the Chief Scientist co-hosting the National Hemp Industry
Research Needs Workshop

• OSU/GHIC and National Hemp Feed Coalition co-hosting the first national workshop for
utilization of hemp as a livestock feed
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GHIC Executive Summary

• 72 Faculty across six colleges
• $18M in grants, federal appropriations and

CAS support over the next five years
• Partnerships with nine LGUs, five American

Tribal Nations
• Educational opportunities expanding
• Strong reputation for scientific leadership

Appendix 5
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2022 Growing Season

• Multiple Statewide trials
• Regional trials in partnership with WSU, UCD, Imperial

Valley Research Center,  Alabama A&M, U of K, USDA ARS.
Looking to unlock some GxE interactions as well as
characterize germplasm for the national repository in
Geneva, NY for distribution.
• Extension outreach through Drs. Govinda Shrestha and

Gordon Jones to support the growing community in Oregon
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Funding and Donations
Grants awarded:
• USDA NIFA, Foundations of Plant Products, $650,000 (Vining)
• USDA ARS, NACA, $1,422,846 (Year 3 of 5)
• USDA NIFA, UCD SAC, $500,000 (Year 1 of 4)
• USDA NIFA, SAS, Western States Development, $ $9,996,426 (Year 1 of 5)
• USDA NRCS, Climate Smart Commodities, $50 million ($12,339,983 net)
• USDA NIFA Conference Grant, Hemp Feeding Workshop, $45,397
• OSU Impact Studio, Hemp Carbon Economy, $30,000
Grants being pursued:
• USDA NIFA, SAS, Hemp Fiber, $10 million
• USDA NIFA, AFRI, Hemp Feeding Beef Cattle, $650,000

OSU Foundation:

Cash donations:
- Vanguard Scientific

Seeds and germplasm donations: Blue Forest Farms, Winterfox Farms, IND Hemp, 
International Hemp, New West Genetics, Phylos Bioscience (research and Hemp 
Equity Program), Justin Jones, Polish Farms, Arcadia Biosciences,
Kayagene, Cobco, and Ifallenco.
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Hemp Equity Program

• Strong commitment to DEI with the goal of at least 10% of budget allocated
• Supported interns, research capacity, OSU opportunities and federal laboratories in conjunction

with CSU Pueblo and Alabama A&M
• Co-hosted Cannabis Research Conference and invited CHEM Allyance as a cooperating host to

expand engagement with BIPOC scientific communities
• Specific support for an undergraduate intern working on hemp construction materials in Wood

Science and Engineering research laboratory and the GHIC hemp breeding program
• New Extension partnership with UNVR and WSU developing a hemp-based extension education

and on-farm research program focusing on American Native Reservations and rural areas. This
includes an educational outreach program

• Partnership with 7 Generation LLC and engagement with American Indian Nations in Washington
and Idaho to increase GHIC effectiveness in partnering with tribes

• Second year of GHIC facilitated outreach with Phylos Biosciences with hemp seed donations to
Black farmers in Alabama and Tennessee through Alabama A&M
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Educational Programs

• Working to address educational gap in hemp knowledge and develop
courses and student experiences relevant to hemp research and
industry. New certificate programs being led by Profs. Valtcho Jeliazkov
and Noller

• Support internships and student engagement with Native American
high school and undergraduate students

• In the pending USDA NIFA SAS hemp fiber grant we propose to educate
a modern technical workforce to meet this emerging industry’s needs
based on outreach and recruitment of students from disadvantaged
populations
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Policy

• Worked directly with federal and state administrators as well as leadership across all
industry associations involved in the hemp supply chain to influence rulemaking and
implementation

• Monitor risk that could be incurred by faculty and students engaging with the hemp
industry in Oregon and elsewhere

• Professor Noller has participated in the development of draft policies for the 2022
legislative sessions of OR, WA, CA and HI

• Steiner and Kristin Rifai are refining policies and procedures for GHIC operations with
multiple OSU entities
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Thought Leadership

• OSU is a Land Grant, Sea Grant, Space Grant and Sun Grant R1 institution with recognized strengths in
agriculture related fields, technology, supply chain management, finance and business development that
can be leveraged by the GHIC to support its mission

• Leadership in S-1084 for initiation of a National Essential Oil Hemp Variety Trial
• Post-extraction hemp byproduct utilization
• Tri-State hemp germplasm improvement partnership
• Hemp fiber and advanced manufacturing from hemp by-products with USDA Amore RS and private

partners
• OSU Impact Studio – 22nd Century Hemp Carbon Economy special project for generating new OSU

revenue
• OSU/GHIC and USDA Office of the Chief Scientist co-hosting the National Hemp Industry Needs

Workshop
• OSU/GHIC and National Hemp Feed Coalition co-hosting the first national workshop for utilization of

hemp as a livestock feed
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